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Abstract

Meteorological tsunami is a kind of the ocean long wave with the tsunami frequency
band from several minutes to 2 h driven by atmospheric forcing at the sea interface. The
multiplying of resonance and amplification effects enhanced the wave higher than 1 m
with the destructive damage. The direct forcing of meteorological tsunami is the meso-
β-scale disturbance, such as mesoscale convection system or internal gravity wave in
the troposphere. The events on the destructive meteorological tsunamis were reported
mainly on the mid-latitude regions such as Europe and US East Coast. Whatever the
kind of the disturbance was, the intrusion of the dry air played important roles in
unstable structure of the middle troposphere to travel the disturbance with a long
disturbance. The backward trajectory of the air particle on the tsunami-enhancing region
showed that the lifting of anomalous warm moist air mass from the lower latitude was
significant to form the atmospheric structure over the targeted seas. Such characteristics
in the large-scale atmosphere provide the possibility of the mid-term prediction on
meteorological  tsunamis,  linking  with  the  state-of-art  observation  technologies  in
satellite remote sensing, radar observation, in situ measurement network and so on.

Keywords: meteorological tsunami, inverse pressure effect, resonance, meso-β-scale
disturbances, convective systems, atmospheric internal gravity wave, continental scale
circulation

1. Introduction

Meteorological tsunami (or meteotsunami) is a kind of ocean long wave with the tsunami
frequency bands from several minutes to 2 h driven by atmospheric forcing such as the
disturbance of sea level pressure, wind, and others [1, 2]. The sea level rises (or depresses) inside
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of the negative (positive) pressure anomalies. The sea level also rises accordingly with the
horizontal convergence of the wind stress, for example, around the front or the coastal area.
Such basic mechanism to set the wave up is similar as the storm surge. But the period of the
storm surge is as long as tidal motion (approximately half or 1 day), while that of meteorological
tsunami is generally much shorter than tidal motion. The intensity of the sea level deformation
by severe storm is typically as large as several 10 cm or higher than 1 m including wind stress.
But the intensity itself of the forcing to meteorological tsunami is much smaller than that related
to storm surge: an order of several centimetres in typical cases. The multiple mechanism of the
resonance at the sea interface enlarges the amplitude of the ocean long waves, and the wave will
possibly become higher than 3 m with flooding and destruction of the dikes. The primitive
mechanisms on meteorological tsunami are founded by geophysicists in the earlier and middle
twentieth century [2–4]. In recent decades, however, the integration of the scientific findings
throughout severe case studies and the advances in field observation, numerical modelling and
data assimilation have revealed the significance of the multiscale mechanisms on atmospheric
and oceanographic processes.

In the present chapter, we briefly introduce resonant mechanisms as propagating meteoro-
logical tsunamis. Next, we show the area where destructive meteorological tsunamis have been
reported. After that, we present the various kinds of the weather conditions resulting in
meteorological tsunamis. Figure 1 indicates the typical scale of meteorological phenomena and
oceanographic motion. The temporal scale of meteorological tsunami typically matches the
meso-β-scale motion in the atmosphere such as squall line, internal gravity wave, gravitational
flow and so on. However, the genesis of those motion is influenced by both smaller- and larger-
scale motions. The organization of turbulent plume will generate the cumulus convection, and
cluster of the convective cells will form the meso-β-scale system.

Figure 1. Scale of the various meteorological phenomena, and oceanographic motions.
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The larger-scale motion provides the atmospheric instability structure by mixing dry air and
moist air mass, that is, thermodynamic inhomogeneity. Hence, we first present the mesoscale
phenomena resulting in meteorological tsunami, and then we discuss the meteorological
phenomena including the large-scale motion (synoptic or continental scale). After that, we
discuss and conclude the predictability of the meteorological tsunami with the current
technologies on field observation, numerical modelling and data assimilation.

2. Resonant and amplifying mechanisms of the meteorological tsunami

2.1. Proudman resonance

One of the most important resonances was derived by Proudman (1929) [4], which is a coupling
of the ocean long wave and the atmospheric disturbance. Let U the propagation speed of the
pressure disturbance, and c = (gH)1/2, the phase velocity of the ocean long wave dependent on
the ocean depth H and the acceleration of the gravity, g. The Froude number Fr is defined as
the ratio between the atmospheric motion and the ocean wave propagation, Fr = U/c. Assuming
that the friction, Coriolis, eddy viscosity and advection terms can be negligible (i.e. one-
dimensional (1D) linear wave), the normalized sea level change becomes

2

1
1s Fr

h
h

=
- (1)

in equilibrium, where �� = − ��/�� the sea level change under static balance with the intensity

of the pressure anomaly ΔP and the density of water ρ. Equation (1) implies that sea surface
can be deformed unlimitedly as the pressure disturbance moves the ocean with the same speed
of the phase velocity of the long wave (i.e. holding Fr ~1).

When Fr ~1, the work due to the atmospheric pressure gradient force supplies wave energy at
the same phase continuously, and the magnitude of the sea level deformation will be propor-
tional to the travelling distance of the pressure disturbance on the sea interface. If U > c, that
is, Fr > 1, that is, supercritical propagation over very shallow water, a wake forms similar to
that passing the vessel with high speed. On the other hand, the subcritical propagation such
that U < c, the ocean long wave will propagate ahead of the atmospheric disturbance, with the
wave length becoming longer and longer instead of enlarging the amplitude.

The effect of the Proudman resonance typically ranged from two to five times of the stationary
state. When the atmospheric disturbance travels longer than 1000 km keeping Fr =1 ± 0.10, the
resonant effect can be higher than 10 times of the stationary state. Hibiya and Kajiura (1982)
[5] derived the formula under the condition of Fr ~1 as,
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where Xf represents the fetch of the pressure disturbance, and W is the width of the pressure
disturbance. For example, Xf = 500 km, W = 50 km yields the amplification ratio η/ηs = 5.0.

2.2. Shoaling and refraction

Similar to seismic tsunami, meteorological tsunami is also amplified by shoaling and refrac-
tion. Linear theory can be used as the first approximation to calculate the wave height as the
wave moves across an ocean and undergoes wave shoaling and refraction. The formula can be
written as (e.g. Synolakis, 1991 [6])
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where ηo = wave height (crest to trough) at the original point, ηp = wave height (crest to trough)
at any point, Do = water depth at source point, Dp = water depth at any shoreward point, Bo
distance between wave orthogonals at a source point of water and BP = distance between wave
orthogonals at any shoreward point of water. The ratio between Bo and Bp indicates the
refraction, and the ratio between water depth indicates the shoaling, a part of Green’s law.

2.3. Resonance of the edge wave

The resonance due to continental shelf is also significant in amplifying the meteorological
tsunamis. For example, Greenspan (1956) [7] derived the surface elevation across the conti-
nental shelf from the linearized shallow water equation. Let the beach slope α = tan β, and U
= velocity of pressure disturbance along the edge, the frequency of n-th edge mode can be
described as

( ) 2
nk 2 1 /n g Ua= + (4)

Giving the pressure distribution as a Gaussian function moving along the shelf edge, the
amplitude of the n-th edge wave depends (with the wave number of kn) on the intensity of the
pressure disturbance P0, the moving speed of the system, horizontal scale of the disturbance
a and the distance from the coast line y as
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For fundamental edge mode (n = 0), the maximum wave height becomes maximum with the
half-pressure radius of 80–90 km. This implies that the meso-β- or γ-scale disturbance, the
typical wavelength of the meteorological tsunami, is able to amplify the wave by edge mode
rather than meso-α-scale disturbance such as hurricane.

2.4. Harbour resonance

The resonance in the harbour or the inlet is the conclusive effect of how much sea level oscillates
inside them. Assuming that the bay shapes rectangular open channel with uniform sea depth
(H), and the incident direction of the ocean wave is parallel to that of the axis of the bay. The
period (T) for eigen oscillation of the bay is

4LT
n gH

e= (7)

with L = axis length of the bay. The coefficient ε represents the correction coefficient for the bay
mouth effect due to the generation of scattering waves near the bay of the mouth [8] as
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where B = the width of the bay mouth. For more details, refer to Ravinobich (2009) [9] for the
various shapes of the inlets.

3. Meteorological tsunami in the world ocean

The area where large meteorological tsunamis with the destructive damages were reported is
marked in Figure 2. The colour palette in Figure 2 indicates the phase speed of the ocean long
wave c = (gH)1/2, instead of the sea depth. Much of the events occurred in the mid-latitude,
where the energy transport towards polar region is the most active throughout the meridional
circulation. The wind speed of the mid-troposphere typically ranges 20–40 m/s along with the
westerly jets, which is dominant to propagate the meso-β- or γ-scale atmospheric disturbance
at sea level.
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Figure 2. Map of the destructive meteorological tsunami events in the world. Colour shows the propagation speed of
the ocean long wave c = (gH)1/2 using the bathymetry of ETOPO5. Numbers indicate the location of event of the related
references cited in this section.

Figure 3. Example of scenes on destructive meteorological tsunami [11, 12].

The Mediterranean Sea including Adriatic Sea is one of the hotspots of the meteorological
tsunamis. One of the recent major events occurred on 23–27 June 2014 due to the internal
gravity wave (IGW) of the mid- and low troposphere [10]. In that event, the wave height became
as high as 2–3 m in the wide area of the sea. The atmospheric IGW propagated not only over
the Mediterranean Sea but extended to the Black Sea. The east coast of the Adriatic Sea, Croatia
(šćiga in local name) has many small islands and complicated shoreline shape with small bays
(smaller than 10 km in axis length) and has suffered from severe events. The most severe event
in June 1978 brought the maximum wave height as high as 6 m [11]. At least five destructive
events with the inundation damage occurred other than 2014 event: in June 1978 at Vera Luka
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with 3-m wave height, in October 1984 at Ist Island with 4-m wave, in June 2003 over the middle
Adriatic coast with approximately 3.5-m wave, in August 2007 at Ist Island with 4-m wave and
in 2008 at Mali Lošinj [11]. The Balearic Island (rissaga or resaca in local name) is the area where
large amplified waves hit as frequent as the Adriatic Sea. The large wave as high as 2 m hit
that area once per 5–6 years. And 3–4-m waves hit once per 20–30 years. June 2006 event was
the most severe one in recent decades: the wave as high as 4–5 m hit the the Ciudadella Harbour
of the Menorca Island located in the east of the Balearic Islands [12]. An example of meteot-
sunami damages in those two areas is shown in Figure 3. Hundreds of fishing boats were
destroyed by strong current, and hundreds of motorcars and number of residences were
damaged by flood. Other coast at Sicily in Italy (marrubio in local name) and at Marta (milghubo
in local name) also recorded wave height higher than 1 m in hitting the meteorological
tsunamis [13].

Much of the large meteorological tsunami events had been reported over the coastal area of
the northwest Europe, but not so frequent as compared to the Mediterranean Sea region. Since
the shallow seafloor extended in the northwest Europe, it is easier for the wave to enhance by
the Proudman resonance. Haslett et al. (2009) [14] summarized 9 events of the possible
meteorological tsunamis over past 120 years in the United Kingdom. The recorded wave height
ranged 4–9 m, caused mainly by squally thunderstorms. According to their paper, the sudden
sea level rise within 5–10 min was reported. That time was too long to period of swell with the
period around 10 s or little bit longer. The amplification effect in shoaling at the continental
shelves of the Atlantic Ocean seemed to play an important role in the enhancement of the
meteorological tsunamis. Much of the meteorological tsunami events were recorded in the
South Wales and South England, where the channel opens to the west (Atlantic Ocean). The
squall lines along with cold front in developed extratropical low sometimes bring the mete-
orological tsunamis in the southern North Sea [15] (zeebeer in Netherland, seebär in Germany)
and Baltic Sea (seebär in Germany, or sjösprång in Swedish) [16]. The major recent event was
brought by the cold front passed over the Netherland and Belgium on January 3, 2012.
According to the weather information service webs in Netherland, sudden depression of the
tide level was recorded by 1.66 m per 20 min at van Rijkswaterstaat [17], while the sudden rise
of the tide level was recorded by 1.05 m per 20 min in Ijmuiden [18]. In the coastal area of the
Finland, the latest major event brought the wave higher than 1.0 m (10–15 min in period) on
July 29, 2010. The meteorological tsunami up to 1.5 m in wave height was also reported in May
15, 1924, caused by thunderstorm [19].

The developed squall line system or the atmospheric gravity waves brought the meteorological
tsunamis in the wide area of East Coast of the United States including the Florida Peninsula
and Gulf of Mexico [20, 21]. On March 1995, the giant meteorological tsunami with a 3.3-m
wave height hit along the east coast of the Gulf of Mexico, Florida, due to the atmospheric
gravity waves propagated from the Texas-Louisiana thunderstorm [20]. The derecho devel-
oped at the inland area of the North US brought the meteorological tsunamis not only in the
Atlantic Ocean but also in the Great Lakes [22]. The meteorological tsunami on the Great Lakes
as large as 3 m in wave height recorded on by squall line passage in June 1954 even the lateral
extent was not so wide (~250 km) as compared to the continental shelves in Atlantic Ocean [23].
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The west coast of United States has complicated shoreline shapes, similar to the Adriatic
Coasts. However, the wave amplitude for each event was not so large [24].

East Asia region is one of the major spots of meteorological tsunami. There are several
characteristics that can enhance meteotsunami much easier than other coastal regions. The
unstable layer in the middle troposphere can easily form because a couple of jets in the upper
air get closed in the leeward of the Tibetan Plateau. The lifting of the wet moist air from lower
latitude and the descending of the upper dry air from continental region makes the so-called
wave-ducting layer often. A wide coastal continental shelf is extended from China to the
Islands of Japan. The equivalent speed of the ocean long wave ranged 20–40 m/s except the
Okinawa trough near the Kyushu Island, Japan. What is more, there are many small inlets
having eigen periods ranging between several minutes and several hours. In March 1979, a
giant meteorological tsunami (abiki in local name) hit on the Nagasaki Bay in Kyushu, Japan,
by passing abrupt pressure jump of 5.9 hPa per 30 min. The tide gauge observed the maximum
wave height of 2.78 m [25]. A large meteorological tsunami also caused by train of pressure
wave with the amplitude of 0.5–2.0 hPa, with the wave length of 20–100 km [26, 27]. In the west
Kyushu, most of meteorological tsunami are likely observed in the season between February
and early April [28, 29]; however, the severe squall system such as Baiu front sometimes
generates the strong downdraft to meteorological tsunamis [30]. On the west of the Korean
Peninsula, maximum amplitude of 1.4–1.6 m recorded in March 2007 and May 2008 with the
pressure jump of 2–5 hPa travelled over the Yellow Sea [31]. In the Bohai Sea of China, sea level
oscillations with the amplitude higher than 1.0 m are often observed; however, the oscillation
period was much longer (56–160 min) than that reported in other coasts (nearly 5–20 min).
Such large amplified oscillation remained unclear as to what kind of the atmospheric sources
induces such a long period wave [32]. The meteorological tsunami hit on the Kuril Island and
the Kamchatka when the developing low approached the area from Hokkaido, Japan. In recent
years, the wave height recorded was higher than 1.2 m in February 2010 [33].

Some destructive events have been introduced in recent papers, which occurred on the
southern hemisphere. The west coast of Australia caused the meteorological tsunami resulting
from squall line or frontal passage in the low pressure system. The wave height of 1.0 m was
recorded in the frontal passage on June 12, 2012 [34]. Similar magnitude of meteorological
tsunami was measured on the coast of New Zealand in April 2002 (rissaga in local name) [35].
A large flooding damage by meteorological tsunami 2.9-m wave height occurred on the west
coast of South Africa on August 7, 1969. In that event, the flooding damage of housings and
parked automobiles was brought within the area of 2 km along the shoreline and 100–200 m
across the shoreline due to run-up of the wave [36].

It is possible that other coastal areas hit the meteorological tsunami if the multiple resonant
conditions were satisfied. However, the recorded wave height were smaller than 1-m in those
coastal areas. For example, Pattriaratki and Wijeratne (2015) [14] introduced smaller
meteotsunamis in the tropical region such as Sri Lanka and India.
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4. Mesoscale convective systems

The mesoscale convective system (MCS) is one of the most important phenomena to generate
pressure jumps at sea level. The horizontal scale of the individual convective cell is an order
of ~10 km, with the lifetime of several tens of minutes. The vertical wind speed sometimes
becomes as high as 20 m/s under the strong unstable atmosphere with the convective available
potential energy (CAPE) higher than 1000 J/kg. A high pressure anomaly, of the order of 1–2
hPa, generates at the surface level inside the convective cell due to the downdraft. To travel a
long distance satisfying the Proudman resonance, it is significant to form a series of the
convective system including multiple cells such as squall line.

Derecho is one of the systems with a long lifetime, which can move fast and long enough to
have Proudman resonance on the ocean surface. The lifetime of the derecho is longer than 6 h
travelling hundreds to thousands of kilometres as seen in Figure 4 [20]. Some of the severe
systems bring very strong gusts higher than 40 m/s (~90 miles/h) with the destructive damage
of housings in the land area. A schematic of the derecho structure and sea level pressure
fluctuation is shown in Figure 5 [37]. The organized convective systems move towards the
warm sector parallel to low-level thickness lines with the mean tropospheric flow. The system
moves as high as 15–25 m/s (50–90 km/h), when the velocity of the mean tropospheric flow is
very fast against the horizontal wind velocity of the low-level moist air into the convective
system.

Figure 4. A mosaic composite of radar reflectivity (dBZ) image indicating the development and evolution of the dere-
cho during June 29 and 30, 2012. Unitless numerical values indicate observed wind gusts (m/s). (Image by G. Carbin,
NOAA/NWS Storm Prediction Center [22]).

In the US East Coast, the derecho had moved from land to ocean and the tsunami propagated
towards offshore with Proudman resonance. Figure 6 shows a sequence of the wave propa-
gation simulated by the Pacific Tsunami Warning Centre, NOAA, as an example of June 13,
2013 [38]. The body wave, surrounded by a rectangle marked as ‘a’, generated along the coast
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of Philadelphia (see the upper left panel in Figure 6) and moved eastward over the continental
shelf. The wave was reflected along with the edge of the continental shelf and back to the coast.
The body wave propagated across the edge after 17:00Z, crossing with the reflected wave. The
body wave seemed to have disappeared at 20:00Z, which travelled longer than 300 km along
the coastal shelf. The area of the maximum wave height higher than 10 cm corresponded with
the area passing the body wave with resonance effect.

Figure 5. A schematic of the vertical structure of derecho (upper panel) and observed barometric pressure anomaly
during the passage of derecho (lower panel) after case study on June 13, 2013 event, by Wertman et al. (2014) [37].

Figure 6. A sequence of the meteorological tsunami propagation computed by NOAA Pacific Tsunami Warning Cen-
tre. (Available from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykABRe5Yt3c [38]).
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5. Pressure jump of Nagasaki 1979 ‘Abiki’ event

The system with the strong intrusion of the cold dry air can cause the abrupt pressure jumps
with weak precipitation or without precipitation. Figure 7 shows the satellite image and the
observation records of meteorological tsunami by abrupt pressure jumps at Nagasaki Bay in
west Kyushu, Japan [25]. The maximum wave height showed 278 cm at the third wave in tidal
station of Nagasaki port. Some references cited the maximum wave of 4.8 m at this event [14],
but that value was estimated value using Green’s formula in Eq. (3). Abrupt pressure jump of
5.9 hPa per 30 min was recorded at Meshima about 140 km southwest from Nagasaki. The
pressure jump decayed as the system moved to east and the intensity was 3.0 hPa per 20 min.
Hibiya and Kajiura (1982) [5] proposed that the pressure jump was generated at the region
near Shanghai, China, while Akamatsu (1982) [25] suggested that pressure jump was generated
more towards the east side near Meshima. The satellite visible image showed that there was
clear boundary between the stratiform cloud and the dry air in the middle of the East China
Sea.

Figure 7. Meteorological tsunami of Nagasaki Bay caused by abrupt pressure jump on March 31, 1979. Satellite visible
image by Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (left), barometric pressure recorded at Meshima (middle) and tidal
amplitude observed at Nagasaki Bay (right) (Akamatsu 1982) [25].

Figure 8. Distribution of the wet and dry air and horizontal wind in 500 hPa (left), 700 hPa (middle) and 925 hPa (right)
isobar surface on 00Z, March 31, 1979. The reanalysis data of JRA-55 (Kobayashi et al. 2015) [39] was used.

The long-term reanalysis data from Japan Meteorological Agency (JRA-55) [39] in Figure 8
indicated that the lower troposphere over the East China Sea was very dry (smaller than 3
g/kg in mixing ratio) and moist air came from south China region in 700 hPa isobar surfaces.
The moist air lifted upward orographically in the mountain range of south China and vapour
front formed in the mid-troposphere. Around the vapour front, the dry air cooled by re-
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evaporation of the cloud liquid water and settled down. The pressure jump was generated in
the dry sector of the vapour front in the mid-troposphere. The back trajectory analysis of the
air particle [39] depicted in Figure 9 showed that the air particle in the East China Sea during
the meteotsunami event came from mainly two or three regions. The warm moist air mainly
came from South China Sea, Indochina Peninsula and Bengal Bay. Those air particles moved
northeast along with the high-pressure system located in the Philippines, and lifted orograph-
ically over the inland area of the South China (region ‘SW’ and ‘S’). Other particles came from
upper dry air of northwest Eurasian continent or along with the subtropical jets via Tibetan
Plateau (region ‘NE’ and ‘E’). Further analysis in Figure 10 showed that the anomalous mass
of the moist air in the lower troposphere was transported from the tropical regions within 3
days before the meteotsunami event on March 31, 1979. The peak value of the moisture
transport in the end of March (~200 kgm/s) was much greater than the peak value in the
summer monsoon season (~150 kgm/s). The massive transport of the lower moist air into inland
China can be seen especially in the late winter and early spring (February–April) for nearly
every year. In the same period, the secondary oscillations larger than 1.0 m in amplitude were

Figure 9. Air particle distribution into East China Sea. The left panel indicates the analysis area with initial particles
located in region X. The middle panel shows the distribution of the individual particles 72 h before the meteorological
tsunami over the East China Sea. The colour markers indicate the altitude of each air particles. The right panel indi-
cates the particle proportion in each sector shown in the left panel [26].

Figure 10. The northward component of water vapour flux across the line of South China coasts (22.5N, 105–120E) after
the vertical integration between 850- and 1000-hPa isobar surface. Red line indicates the 3-day average from 6-h data in
the year 1979. Blue line indicates the 10-day average of climatic value for 55 years (1958–2012) [26].
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measured in the west Kyushu [27] nearly for every year. Hence, fluctuation of the vapour
transport from tropical region to inland China can be key information to provide the first guess
of the atmospheric disturbance causing meteorological tsunamis.

6. Atmospheric gravity waves in the troposphere

The atmospheric gravity waves are also one of the typical processes to generate pressure
disturbance in the sea level, travelling with a long disturbances. There are two mechanisms
supporting such characteristics of the atmospheric gravity wave: wave duct [40] and wave
CISK [41]. The stable lower troposphere with an increasing wind in a vertical direction is
overtopped with an unstable layer in the mid-troposphere as illustrated in Figure 11 [10].
The Richardson number Ri

( )

2

2/
NRi

dU dz
= (9)

is generally used to see the atmospheric stability, where N = the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and
U = horizontal velocity. Such vertical structure reflects the wave energy and traps the gravity
waves towards the long distance [40, 42, 43]. The potential for downward or upward propa-
gation of mid-tropospheric internal gravity waves may be assessed from the inequality of the
linear gravity wave theory [43, 44].
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where λ = the horizontal wavelength of internal gravity wave. The depth of the wave duct D
is described as
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where λz denotes the vertical wave length. Using the wind speed at critical level Uc, the λz can
be approximated as
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The wave CISK denotes the coupling between the gravity wave and convection. The
convergences associated with the gravity wave force the moist convection while convection
heating provides the energy for the wave [26, 41, 45].

Figure 11. Schematic of the generation and the propagation of the atmospheric gravity wave in the presence of the
wave-ducting layer, and the enhancement of the ocean long wave. A case study for widespread meteorological tsuna-
mi on Mediterranean and Black Sea, in June 2014 (Šepić et al., 2015) [10].

The large-scale motions with meso-α scale, synoptic scale or monsoon scale provide the
structure of wave-ducting layer or wave CISK. In June 2014 event, the expansion of the wave-
ducting layer generates and propagates the atmospheric gravity waves. The synoptic weather
pattern and the sea level oscillation in that event are shown in Figure 12 [10]. According to the
Šepić et al. (2015) [10], the synoptic structure can be summarized as follows: first, inflows of
warm and dry air from Africa in the low troposphere (~850 hPa); second, a strong south-west
jet stream in the middle troposphere (~500 hPa) and the presence of the unstable layer between
600 and 400 hPa isobar [10]. The first pattern appeared at Menorca Island, Spain, in the west
of the Mediterranean Sea, and the area of the wave propagation moved eastward [10]. The area
of the high wind speed in the middle troposphere was located east of the trough.

The cold or dry sector of the cold or stationary front can satisfy the wave-CISK or wave-duct
structure very well. In February 2009 event in the west Kyushu in Figure 13, Japan, a train of
the pressure wave was generated in the north sector of the stationary front under both
mechanisms of wave duct and wave CISK. The warm moist air lifted by the mountain effect
in South China mixed with the dry air of the mid-troposphere from the south of the Himalaya
mountain range. The mixed air generated the unstable layer in the mid-troposphere and
covered above the East China Sea. The trough extended from the Siberia and the subtropical
high-pressure system generated the latitudinal convergence over the area of the unstable mid-
troposphere [26]. The wave length of the pressure waves ranged 30–100 km with the period of
20–60 min including the eigen oscillation mode in various bays in that area.
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Figure 12. Propagation of the meteotsunamigenic synoptic pattern of 2014 together with the maximum heights of cor-
responding sea level oscillations at the times of the meteotsunami events. Left panels are 850 hPa air temperature, mid-
dle panels are 500 hPa wind and right panels are distribution of the unstable layer (Ri <0.25) in the mid-troposphere.
(Šepić et al., 2015) [10].

Figure 13. Weather condition of meteorological tsunami around the cold front on February 25, 2009. The surface
weather chart (left), wavy clouds by satellite IR image (middle) and unstable layer covered with the East China Sea
(right) [26].

7. Discussion and conclusion: the predictability of meteorological tsunami

The recent studies on meteorological tsunami presented that much more larger-scale motions
played an important role in forming the atmospheric structures to generate meso-β or γ-scale
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disturbances at sea level. Some latest papers pointed the importance of the (sub-) seasonal scale
variation propagating from lower to mid-latitude.

Those findings in larger-scale motion will provide the capability for the prediction of the
meteorological tsunamis from atmospheric and oceanographic aspects. It should be noticed
that there have been much advances in technologies on observation, numerical modelling and
others to make progresses scientifically in meteorological tsunamis. Especially, the high-
performance computing technology brings us huge benefits to resolve the pressure disturb-
ance in using numerical model such as the weather forecasting and research (WRF) model [46].
Figure 14 illustrates a framework on the prediction of the meteorological tsunami. In obtaining
a first guess, it is better to start the weather forecast in the synoptic scale with the duration of
2 or 3 days to make a first guess on the stability structure related to the wave duct or wave
CISK. And then the downscaling run executes to resolve the atmospheric (mainly pressure)
disturbance at sea level.

Figure 14. A framework on the prediction of the meteorological tsunami.

The infrared images of the satellite remote sensing have useful information if the sequence of
the wavy clouds in the mid-troposphere moves fast over the ocean satisfying the Proudman
resonance. A new geostationary meteorological satellite named Himawari-8 stated the
operation in Asia-Australian region since July 2015. The Himawari-8 has 16-image channels
of visible, near infrared, infrared bands, with the horizontal resolution of 0.5 (visible) to 2 km
(infrared). The scan interval is every 10 min for global mode, and every 2.5 min for Japan area.
The target such as typhoon or hurricane also scans for every 2.5 min for necessity. It will be
much easier to see the propagation of the atmospheric wave using satellite data.

Although the mesoscale model can resolve the pressure disturbance to a considerable extent,
it is not easy to apply directly into the ocean models as a surface boundary condition, because
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of the difficulty in giving enough accuracy as compared to the in situ observation. Even small
errors of the location, wave length, frequency, the propagation direction, etc. might affect the
amplitude in the inlet. Indeed, Renault et al. (2011) [47] is the first to succeed the meteotsunami
simulation by coupling of the WRF and ROMS (regional ocean modelling system) [48]. But the
results of the pressure disturbance from the meteorological model should be treated very
carefully. If the powerful computing resource is available, it is desirable to execute the ensemble
run using various initial conditions, cloud physics parameter and boundary layer options for
checking the uncertainty of the model behaviour.

The enhancement of the in situ observation network is one of the ways to provide a short-term
prediction or real-time warning, in which the lead time is shorter than 1 h in many situations.
It is convenient to install the automated station on isolated islands around the targeted area
such as Adriatic Sea [49]. However, it seems not to be applicable such as US East Coast. The
high-frequency (HF) radar extends the possibility for monitoring the meteorological tsunami
propagation. Lipa et al. (2014) [50] detected the wave up to 23 km offshore, 47 min before
reaching the shoreline by the analysis of HF radar signals on the June 2003 event on the US
East Coast.

Indeed, further developments are required to get more accurate outputs for linking each
processes, but we can believe that the day will come to predict the meteorological tsunami in
a practical manner.
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